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rejection of violence on moral grounds is 'not possible.
One's attitude to it must therefore be largely a ques
tion of deciding whether it is a suitable means in a
given situation.

Turning to South Africa, Sartre's study may be
applied in two different spheres. First there is the
question of moral judgment, and of responsibility.
The social structure in South Africa is, like that in
colonial Algeria, irrational in terms of human needs,
and this irrationality comes to the African and
Coloured peoples in the form of much shorter life
expectancy (44. 82 years for a Coloured man, hence
almost certainly even less for Africans, as opposed
to 64. 57 for a white man), higher infant mortality
rates, higher morbidit.y rates, that is, in the form of
real death and real suffering. But the system does
not function by itself, is not autonomous, has no
claim to absoluteness. It was created and is kept in
being by the whites--by all the whites, those who just
"mind their own busines"S" as well as those more

directly involved in the politics ~nd the machinery 01

repression. Except for those few who struggle
against the system, there are no innocent whites.
Torture, censorship, banning, these are merely de
rived and secondary evils necessary to keep in being
the grosser injustice of the system itself. It is this
which must above all be condemned and attacked.

The second sphere is that of methodology. Even
if it is concluded that the main theoretical concepts
elaborated in 'che CRITIQUE cannot be taken as proven
they at least provide a useful working hypothesis with
which to approach the problem of a more detailed
social and historical analysis of South 'African society ..
The central key to this analysis will be to show in de
tail how the "praxis of oppression" arises out of and
refers back for its justification, both consciously and
unconsciously, to the "process of exploitation", the
socio-economic structure, ~een not as an autonomous
and natural entity, but as the (artificial) product of
the serialised acts of the individuals who live in it.

Africa - and the world - are used to pious declara
tions of commitment to A.frican socialism, of de
termim tion to control foreign firms, of the need
for honest and devoted public servants and party
officials. N or are sudden actions against parti
cular firms or wrongdoers particularly unusual.
The events of February 6-11 1967 in Tanzania and
the processes they have set in motion are quite
another matter. For better or for worse the
Arusha Declaration and its implementation will
be significant landmarks in the history of Tanza
nia, of African attempts to achieve freedom from
external economic dependence, and of socialism
in Africa.

(In 6 February, President Julius Nyerere presen
ted the Arusha Declaration - "TANU's Policy on
Socialiam and Self Reliance" to a Dar es Salaam
audience of 50, 000. Consonant with his title of
Mwalimu (teacher" , the President spoke for two
and a half hours presenting a comprehensive lec
ture survey of objectives, requirements and
policies.

The next day the banking system was nationalised
and by Saturday the insurance business and key
import-export and milling firms had followed
while majority shareholdings had been taken in
seven large manufacturing firms with parallel ac
tion ill two additional industries (one of them sisal
and the other petroleum fefining) to be worked out.
On Saturday the President announced that the

nationalisation phase of the declaration was imple
mented. The government has secured effective
public sector control over the large scale pro
ductive sector commanding the economic heights
of Tanzania. TANU's long-standing aim was
accomplished and no further nationalisations were
to take place.

Nationalisation is far from the total of the Arusha
Declaration but it is the most dramatic and by its
nature the most speedily implementable part of it.
Attention abroad and, to a lesser extent among the
Tanzanian public, has thus focused on it. Both at
home and abroad the first reaction was essentially
one of amazement. In the case of the domestic and
foreign business community amazement turned to
shock, anger and fear by no means fully calmed by
11 February and subsequent statements on the con
tinuing role of the private sector and of foreign
private investment.
A number of observers basically sympathetic to
Tanzania (and by no means all foreign) expressed
great surprise and grave concern over the wisdom
of the strategy and programmes outlined in the
Declaration.

Criticism centred on three themes. First the
nationalisation was said to be random and un
planned both economically and technically.
Second the desirability of radical changes to an
economic strategy which had achieved an ave-



rage annual monetary economy growth rate of 60/0
since 1961 (and 8-100/0 in 1966) was queried. Third
the very limited cadres of Tanzanian and expatriate a
administrative, managerial, and technical cadres
were cited as reasons why natim alised sectors
could not be expected to operate satisfactorily.

Hostility was quick to manifest itself. Three
large British banks adopted a strategy of non
cooperation clearly aimed at ensuring that public
sector banking in Tanzania should fail. Rapid
withdrawal of personnel, instructions to staff to
"work to rule", blocking of Tanzanian branch
balances far in excess of Head Office net invest
ment in the Tanzanian business, reportedly
pressures on other private and public bodies to
withdraw personnel, highly polemical "analytical"
statements apparently designed to destroy confi
dence in the Tanzan"i.an economy, refusal of cre
dit to Uganda and Kenya based export firms for
their traditional Tanzanian export business came
in quick succession. Ba~clays, Standard, and
National and Grindleys have not acted from spite 
much as it may appear so in Dar 'es Salaam. No r
are they unaware that their own actions have des
troyed tre ill going concern or gocxlwill value of
their businesses for which they seek compensation.
Their concern is to prevent the spread of bank
nationalisattan in Africa, a spread they fear may
be inevitable if the Tanzania Bank of Commerce is

a success. With ratios of annual post tax profits
to net investments in Anglophonic African
-branch banking ranging from 75 to 2000/0,
their concern is understandable. So perhaps
is Tanzania's view that profit rates of this order
constituted exploitation, not mutually beneficial
business transactions or assistance to develop
ment.

The Kenya based Association of East African
Industries announced that Arusha was the final
blow to hopes for East or Eastern African eco
nomic integration and cooperation. Their state
ment and their motivations were sharply con
demned by Kenya's Minister of Commerce and
Industry, Mwai Kibaki. He bluntly implied that
their intent was to sabotage measures for closer
cooperation that were almost at the point of rati
fication and suggested" they either change their
tune or "give way to better people" .

In Tanzania several of the nationalised banks and
most of the other private sectors firms directly
affected have adopted a ratrer different attitude.
For various reasons they have put more stock on
amicable negotiation of the promised fair com
pensation and on future transacti.ons with Tanzan
ian banks, firms, trading concerns. Thus they
have been much more cooperative in working out
the transfer of management and operations. The
British government has remained officially silent
and has not withdrawn technical assistance per
sonnel. Tanzanian trade is not insignifica."nt and
violent reactions to nationalisation and other na
ti01 al economic policies are rarely effective in
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benefiting external companies or countries unless,
of course, backed by coups.

The' governments of Kenya and Uganda were
clearly dumbfounded. Both hastily affirmed at
Presidential level that they had no intention of
adopting policies similar to Tanzania's but that
Tanzania had every right to take the steps she had
chosen. Further, both affirmed - as did Presi
dent Nyerere - that nothing in the Arusha Declara
tion or its implementation need place fundamental
obstacles in the way of completing and ratifying
the far advanced East African economic treaty.
Their objections centred on Tanzania's imposition
of capital transaction exchange control in relation
to Kenya and Uganda and more particularly to its
effect of delaying current transaction clearance
and payments by means of currency notes.

Much more complex attitudes lay behind this
"busines s and relations as usual" front.
Numerous Kenya parliamentarians - by no means
only the opposition - lauded Tanzania's actions
and asked why Kenya did not do likewise. A num
ber of senior civil servants - and apparently at
least a few ministers - in both Nairobi and Kampala
privately expressed similar, if more cautious and
precise, views. An address by a senior Kenyan
minister in effect warned the private sector it must
cooperate much more closely with government
policy, or measures (unspecified) would be requi
red.

On the other hand a few MP's and Ministers
sharply criticised Tanzania for disrupting East
African unity. Rather more civil servants and
advisors expressed reser"\a tions as to whether
Tanzania had any clear idea what it wished to
achieve and whether in any event it had the tech
nical and administrative capacity to carry out its
aims.

Meanwhile Zambia'S Foreign Minister gave a
ringing endorsement of the Arush a "Declaration
on a visit to Dar es Salaam. While noting that
Zambia had its own methods which might diverge
from Tanzania's he affirmed that the two coun
tries' aims were the same. In Zambia, that
temperate, humanitarian President Kenneth
Kaunda had felt constrained to denounce large
elements of the expatriate and Zambian business
technical and administrative and political elite '
as "human vermin" gnawing at the foundations
of the nation. March saw the Sudan nationalise
privtlte cotton pump irrigation schemes and
announce that nationalisation of further sectors
was under active consideration. With the Congo
Kinshasa's nationalisation of Union Miniere
apparantly moving onto firmer ground (for
whatever reasons) the fears of those who fore
saw, and the hopes of those who awaited, a tide
of nationalisation and socialism in East and Cen
tral Africa looked - if not fully realistic - far
from ridiculous.

/ -,;.
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In Tanzania itself jubiliation, overwork, glum,
uncertainty and hasty moves by all manner of
bodies to "implement A,rusha" were the order of
the day. The glum unce rtainty was largely among
business men and did not encompass all of them -
by mid -March many announced that trade was
picking up and things looking decidedly hopeful.
Jubilation was widespread - for a week happy
parades~ rallies and meetings gave Dar es
Salaa m a carnival atmosphere. With a few local
exceptions - all speedily halted and firmly rejec
ted by the government - no molestation of business
or minority communities took place despite rather
hysterical foreign press reports. Hope and happi
ness not resentment and hatred, were the emotions
dominating the throngs. The public sector's limited
top level personnel - political, civil service, mana-
gerial and advisory - almost instantly began a sus 
tained effort to hammer out details, policies and
strategies for the translation of the Arush Declara
tion into effective action. Already overworked,
this group's capacity for maintaining the additional
burden of responsibilities is perhaps the greatest
constraint on coordinated and efficient implementa
tion.

Arusha - as critics, observers, and advocates
alike have tended to overlook - did not spring from
a vaCUUrrl.. Indeed it can most easily be presented
as a logical outcOrrle of 1961-6 Tanzanian policy as
well as policy staterrlents. TANU and President
Nyerere have always been committed to natimal
control over the economy and to socialism. En
suring the advancement of welfare for the rural
masses, creating an equitable distribution of in
come and wealth, building a humane society, and
ensuring that efficient public and private economic
structures exist to produce the goods necessary
to carry out these aims have been recurrent
themes in practice as well as proposal. Even a
glance at President Nyerere's collected speeches
"Freedom and Unity" documents this point.
Policies and strategies in the Development Plan
and since have been directed - with admittedly
uneven success - to the same end. Those who
now charge President Nyerere with inconsistency,
surrender to "wild men", or bad faith, apparently
chose to ignore the main themese of the past
speeches or to view them as window dressing.

The overall meaning of the Arusha declaration
has~ similarly, been in danger of disappearing

in concentration on nationalisation. Socialism
is explicitly viewed in wider terms than a large
publicly owned productive sector. It is d ominant
ly defined in human terms - as a just, equitable
society ailffied at the service of human welfare.
Self reliance is equally clearly spelled out as
using foreign funds, trade, and personnel to
augment and serve primarily national efforts,
not as autarchy or isolation. The thrust is on

construction and creation, not demolition ..
Nationalisation is presented as one of several
preconditions for effective national control over

economic decisions and toward majority public
sector ownership of large-scale production .. It is
certainly not seen as adequate in itself, still less
as a panacea. Key political figures have repeat
edly stressed the necessity of efficient operation
of public sector productive enterprises to ensure
that surpluses are available for development.

The ArushaDeclaration taken together with its
immediate implementational measures constitutes
the first coherent and comprehensive action pro
gramme toward democratic African socialism, the
prevention of a politico-economic elite dOrrlinated
society, and the radical reconstruction of the
power structure of economic decision making in
Anglophonic Africa. Ghana's combination of "work
for prog~ess" and "seven year plan" was distinctly
less radIcal and comprehensive. Moreover, its
implementation was hardly consistent with its
professions of growing democratic participation
or of socialism - as opposed to a growing state
sector but one increasingly benefiting only a small
self perpetuating elite. Further it suffered from
ran~~m and inconsistent policy and programme
addItIons and emendations of a type which have
not characterised independent Tanzania. The UAR's
economic revolution was much more extended.
Nationalisation there came primarily in response
to two crises - Suez and the business-middle class
takeover of the proto national party - rather than

from any considered economic or ideologicalpolicy
decision.

In Francophonic Africa, Guinea has never had any
claim to a coherent or intelligible economic strat
egy or set of policies on any oIlerational level.
Tunisia has moved in directions cumulatively
somewhat similar to the Arusha Declaration, if
both more cautious and rather less radical. However,
its deliberate piecemeal approach combined with
President Bourg..lliba's style of understatement
obscures the degre e of change. A related fact
is that the grim realities of Tunisia's economic
demographic, and strategic situation have forc~d
a lower level of self reliance and a greater de
pendence on foreign aid.

Of all A.frican states Mali is perhaps closest to
Tanzania in political style - though not fully in
the freedom of expression or contested elections
which characterise mainland Tanzani a - and in
serious attempts to make rapid and radical alter
ations in the pi tterns of economic decisions and
external dependence. Certainly these have been
abiding themes of the Union Soudanaise and of
President Modeiba Keita both verbally and in
practice. However, Mali's geogrcphic and
resource position is so appalling and her econo
mic significance to the outside world - except
perhaps Senegal- so slight that Malian socialism
and economic reconstruction attempts have
attracted relatively little attention - critical or
otherwise.



Five overlapping themes run through the Arusha
Declaration: Self Reliance, Rural development,
Equity, National economic control, and Socialism:
Self reliance turns on three propositions. Tanzania
must be developed socially and economically for
the benefit of all Tanzanians. The only country
which puts prime importance on the welfare of
Tanzanians is Tanzania. Therefore development
must hinge on the hard work and intelligent appli _
cation of Tanzanians. Only from a basis of self
reliance can foreign resources, including per
sonnel, be secured and used in ways which will
further rather than warp or direct Tanzania's
development.
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equality there can be no socialism. This is true,
howver 'socialist' the institutions may be. "Broad
and effective participation in decision making, an
open socialist political system, individual and
official concern for the welfare of all Tanzanians, the
prevention of abuse of authority by holders of political,
administrative, and economic pov/er, all are viev.red
as quite as vital to the attainment of a socialist
Tanzania as "effective (public) control over the
principal means of production and ... collective
ownership of (natural) resources. 11

VII

The case for rural development is equally
straightforward. Over 900/0 of the people of
Tanzania are in the rural society. There is little
possibility of providing livelihood outside the
rural sector for more than a third of all Tanzan
ians in this century. If development is to bring
social and political benefits to all Tanzanians it
must be concentrated on the rural sector rather

than designed to serve the urban elite. Further
Tanzania has useable land and rural labour - but
precious little else - in plentiful supply. There
fore, egalitarian development must centre on the
countryside, on processing activities based on its
raw mat erials, and on industries aimed at rural
mass consumption markets.

These concepts are far from novel to Tanzania.
President Nyerere and TANU have voiced them with
growing directness and precision over more than a
decade. The socialism of the Arusha Declaration is
the socialism of "Ujamaa" (1962 - the nearest
translation is "familyhood"). Ujamaa has been
criticized as hoeplessly "revisionist" and woefully
unconcerned over the question of ownership. Arusha,
perhaps, answers the latter point. Peasants, artisans,
small businessmen are not inherent threats to a socialist
society (nor necessarily likely to wish to be) as both
Yugoslav and Polish political leaders have pointed out
in recent months. The route to immediate public sector
dominance in the large scale business sector is clearly
set out in Tanzania today.

The basic orthodox Marxist challenge turns oq
TANU's and President Nyerere's rejection of dictator
ship (even of the proletariat), of the centrality of class
war, and of the ultimate justificatory power of history
as a force or end in itself. Marx's own early concern
with alienation and the efforts - most pronounced in
Yugoslavia but also evident in Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, and the USSR - to be more concerned
with present human involvement and immediate
v.elfare gains are, of course, open to somewhat similar
criticisms.

National economic control is seen to flow
from the same premises as self reliance. Only the
public sector of the United Republic can be expected
to allocate resources in a way consonant with the
interests of the rural majority and urban workers
whether in regard to present welfare or future growth
of economic opportunities. Unless the public,

Certainly much of President Nyerere' s thought
appears deeply influenced by the concepts of Christianity
exemplified by the Second Commandment "and (love) thy
neighbour as thyself. I! The combination of radical
Christian and radical Socialist should not be so surprising
as it apparantly is to many or most observers. At least
some Christian theologians and Marxian theoreticians are
quite ready to agree that the only irreconcileable conflicts
between radical Christianity and radical Socialism lie in
the field of eschatology. Eschatology is, perhaps, not

cooperative, a?d public controll~d (wh~ch in?ludes the most relevant of areas for public policy consideration.
small and .medIu~ scale cash crlp agrIculture) .sectors The one economic system quite irreconcileable with the
are large In relatIon to the total economy, publIc Gospels is laissez faire capitalism. The one social
s.ec~or nation ~l economic policy decisions will be of approach logically imcompatible with Marxism is the
llmlte.d effectIveness .. For the s~me r~~son.s an espe denial of equal individual human worth - if individuals are
especIally strong publIc ownershIp posItIon IS needed of no worth neither is collective man and if men ~re

in the financial and foreign trade sectors. . 1 1 lassless society is less rationalInherent y unequa a c
than a Platonic Republic.

Socialism and equity are integrally linked in

the Declaration. To quote President Nyerere "socialism P ident N erere has consistently affirmed:
is ~n a.ttitude of mind. The basis of socialism.is a. liThe ba:~: of socialism is Man; not the State, not
bel1~f In the one.ness of man. and. the common hls:t0rlcal the flag. The purpose of socialism is the service of
destIny of mankInd. Its basIs, In other words, IS dl f ol·our sl·ze shape skill abilityman regar ess 0 C , , , ,
human equality. Without an acceptance of human '

Equity is viewed as an ethical and political imper
ative. No just society can be built on the basis of
a privileged elite ruling a poor majority. Wide
discrepancies in income and wealth must be
narrowed, in some cases by levelling down though
primarily by concentrating additions from economic
growth in the low inc ome rural sector. The rise of
either a business-civil service political elite rela
ted to the private sector or of a political managerial
"new class" based on control of the public sector,
must be prevented. Therefore, the combination of
poli1ica I office with private enterprise must be
stopped.
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or anything else. We must think about man, and an
individual man•.. ". His rejection of the class war
as a basic theme is founded on the twin arguments
that it is in many respects tied to a historical exper
ience which is not Tanzania's and that, in any event,
it makes socialisITl dependent upon capitalism in a ITlost
unsatisfactory ITlanner and forces indefinite continuation
of discrimination against individual men.

On this sixth anniversary of the beginning of the
Angolan struggle for independence, the Portu
guese again officially deny the "winds of change"
experienced by the rest of Africa and threatening
in A.ngola. Whether the Portuguese are slipping
back into self-delusion or are merely presenting
the true state of affairs will be the basic question
in this assessment of recent events connected with
the Angolan independence movement.

However, there is very little of cloudy
platitudes or pious hopes that all will be well in Ujamaa, Before the February-March 1961 outbreaks of vio-
either as set out at Arusha or earlier. Uhuru na Kazi lence in Angola, most writers on African nationalism
(Freedom and Work) was never intended, as, nor indeed shared the Portuguese conviction that nationalism
was it generally understood as, an idle slogan. had not seriously penetrated Portugal's "Overseas

Province". Indeed, most Portuguese believed nation-
"Everybody wants development; but not everybody alism would never come. This conviction had diff-
understands and accepts the basic requirements for erent roots: the non-Portuguese attributed the ab-
development. Th'e biggest .•• is hard work ••• the sence of nationalism to the "efficiency" of Portu-
secopd, is the use of intelligence. Unintelligent hard guese suppression, while the Portuguese them-
work would not bring the same good re suIts · · • selves interpreted it as a sign of their successful
The p·urpose of society is man; but in order to serve "assimilation" policies. Clearly, the Portuguese
man there must be a social organization which is were being deluded by their .own rhetoric. Their
conducive to the greater production of things ••• it may faulty perception of A.ngola was one which they
well be a function of society to organize and sustain chose and were encouraged to have - A.ngola was a
efficient economic organization and production colony in which the benevolent ideals of a civilising,
technique s even when they are in thernselve s unpleasant humanitarian Portugal were so effectively infused
or restrictive. For production is iITlportant .•• but not that the metropole had nothing to fear from the Af
the purpose of society. When the deITlands of 'efficiency' rican nationalism which had in fact already reached
and 'production' override man's need for a full and good its very borders. James Duffy in "Portugal in A.f-
life then society is no longer serving ITlan; it is rica" put it this way: They believed, because a
using him~' white man could reportedly travel alone and unharm

ed throughout Angola, that Portugal's mission in Af
rica had succeeded. They believed that paternalism
was an acceptable alternative to freedom. They be
lieved, because a few thousand Africans had become
Portuguese citizens and the colonies themselves were
called overseas provinces, that Portugal had found the
the answer to African nationalism.

Few political leaders are more aware than
Mwalirnu Nyerere that the most difficult and dangerous
choices are not those between the clearly good and the
clearly evil but those between one good and another when
the road to one goal hampers the attainITlent of others.
Tanzania and its president place high proirity on rapid
development and on equality, on individual freedoITl and

efficiency. Tanzania's leaders are well aware that not The capacity of the Portuguese for self-delusion is
only are there limits on the rate at which progress -illustrated by the statement of a Portuguese admin-
can be made toward these goals but that they mu~t be .istrator two days before the first outbreak of vio-
considered in relation to each other because at tlIneS they lence in 1961. "The secrets of our success are that
are in partial conflict. The Arusha Decleration is not t:9 we have no c'olour bar ... we are the only people who
be seen as an arriving but as a setting forth - to quote understand Africans. 11 With the sudden attack on a
the President again 11 Change is the definition of Africa." Luanda police headquarters and prison during the

night of 4 February 1961, Portuguese illusions were
temporarily shattered. Angolan nationalism had

[To be continued abruptly arrived.


